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Choosing Austria
for your next Ski Trip
An Expert interview with skiAustria Tours
skiAustria Tours has its roots deeply entrenched in two
continents and has developed from an authentic lifestyle
and way of growing up in the Austrian Alps, coupled with
professional working experience in the tourism industry in
South Africa. A hands-on and family oriented operational
business as well as an early pioneering way of incorporating
the accessibility and convenience of the internet has been
the winning formula of skiAustria Tours over the last 25
years, coupled with a philosophy of an outsourced based
professional network instead of growing a large company
set up. This formula promotes flexible and allows skiAustria
Tours to adapt quickly to the fast changing needs and
demands of its clients. At the same time the company holds
traditional values dear and love nature and the outdoors, so

what they focus on is quality rather than quantity, genuine
hospitality and service, excellent organisation of all essential
components of your Austrian holiday arrangement and
great inter-cultural understanding, which is paramount
when it comes to guest relations. As the business was grown
from South Africa – and hence focus specifically on long
distance travellers needs – packages are always tailor-made
and based on individual requirements of the discerning
traveller, expecting good quality and service. With the
global village syndrome, guests come from far corners of
the world as well.

are open from about November to May and fresh powder
skiing in the early season or the soft spring snow in the later
season allows for a wider range of dates.

Innsbruck is a lovely city and a great destination for many reasons
and could probably be called the skiing capital of Austria.

What are the benefits of skiing off-season?
Mainly lower prices and fewer crowds, but an important
factor is the snow and untouched mountain experience
– however, always with a qualified guide if you want to
venture off piste and don’t know your way round!

Why should Austria be our first choice for skiing Can you outline some of your favourite skiing
in Europe?
destinations in Austria?
Austria, in the heart of Europe is known as the cradle of
skiing and loved for its great hospitality, perfectly groomed
and versatile slopes, both on and off-piste suited for all
needs. Most of Austria is covered by the Alps and with
about 300 ski villages there is a wide range of choice – from
remote small alpine settings to living in some of our cities
surrounded by mountain ranges. Austrians are friendly
people and love to party, so the famous après ski is really a
way of life and it is a fact that Austria offers fantastic value
for money at a very high quality all round and is by far less
expensive than Switzerland or France for example. We have
many guests who have ventured out into other countries
worldwide but love to come back to Austria for its vibe,
quality and way of life.

We have actually chosen the Austrian city of Innsbruck
as our European Winter Sports Destination of the
Year for 2016. Can you tell us a little bit about your
experience of Innsbruck?
Innsbruck is a lovely city and a great destination for many
reasons and could probably be called the skiing capital of
Austria. It is in perfect central alpine position, surrounded
by ski areas and glaciers and only a short drive away from
Italy, Germany and Switzerland. The inner city is really a
medieval gem and especially worth a visit in December
when the Christmas Markets literally light up a large part
of the inner city. There is a great ski safari system with free
ski shuttles from the city and many choices close by in high
snow secure regions.

Our favourite after all these years is still Ellmau am Wilden
Kaiser, part of the SkiWelt region in the Kitzbuehler Alps.
Most people look for a lovely village set up with slopes
close by but plenty of action. Finding that exact balance is
the trick and Ellmau is one of the villages where everything
is literally at your fingertips and it’s in a fantastic central
position, not to forget the super hotel partners we have
there.
Obviously tastes differ and the skiing destinations listed on
our website are really all our favourites, for various reasons.
Close by, and also part of a wider ski pass, you find other
well-known destinations like Kitzbuehel, Saalbach and
Zell am See including the Kitzsteinhorn glacier in Kaprun.
This is really the central hub close to Salzburg, as a matter
of fact if you draw a triangle between Munich, Salzburg
and Innsbruck then these locations are pretty much in
the middle of it. There are plenty of great, well-known
destinations on the way, but one of the important factors
is also accessibility and often the valleys are so packed on
seasonal travel days that it takes hours to get in and out a
deep end of a valley.

When is the best time to ski in Austria?

Where are the best places to learn to ski?

Families wanting to ski with school going kids are mainly
bound to the holiday seasons over Christmas & New Year,
all of February when Europe is on mid-term break, and
later March during the Easter holiday. Although February
is generally regarded as the best time, my recommendation
for any skier not bound to this particular time is during the
second half of January when slopes are quieter, prices are
lower and the snow has settled in. Likewise during the first
half of March.

When you start to learn how to ski its important to have a set
up where you can venture out bit by bit and where the slopes
are not too difficult to begin off with. Again it’s a personal
thing, some take to skiing like a duck to water, others are
more fearful. The surrounding is also an important factor.
It’s not so fun being tucked away in a beginner’s area where
you completely miss out on the mountain experience.
We have had great feedback from Ellmau and Götzens, a
smaller ski area on a plateau above Innsbruck where we
run a learn to ski program. Ski schools are excellent in all
regions so even if you choose a more difficult or advanced
area you will still have a great experience. However, ski
schools tend to be pricier.

It also always depends where you go to – all the central
areas have a shorter season from about mid-December to
the end of March, whereas the higher and glacier regions

Another all-time favourite is the Arlberg. Depending on
budget and taste St Anton, the party place, or Lech, which I
still regard as the pearl of alpine skiing in Austria. In the end
it is important to know a person’s needs and preferences to
choose the ideal destination for them and not all are listed
here or even on our site!
Innsbruck, Austria

Where would you recommend for more advanced
skiers?
Definitely the Arlberg and Ischgl for difficult and off piste
runs and our central hub around the Kitzbueheler Alps
for ski safaris where you can venture over entire mountain
ranges. The connection craze is high, Saalbach just
connected to Fieberbrunn this winter and there are plans
of expanding to Zell am See. The Innsbruck regions are
planning far-reaching connections including glaciers.

I started skiing at the age of 3
and its amazing how fast kids
take to skiing in general.

Are there any considerations families need to take into
account when skiing with children?
Yes absolutely, from choice of region to choice of
accommodation there are a lot of aspects to consider. The
most important however is the age of the children. Most
ski schools prefer to start from the age of 4 only, before that
its more ski kindergarten. I started skiing at the age of 3
and its amazing how fast kids take to skiing in general. The
programs for the little ones are also very playful.
Also regarding accommodation and for the holiday effect
for parents, a good family hotel is probably the best choice.
Many ask for self-catering, but these settings miss a lot of
important infrastructure for a lovely, stress-free holiday
experience and by the time you have paid for food by either
going out for meals or cooking yourself, you will find that
the costs are the same.

What other activities are available for people taking a
ski vacation in Austria?
Depending on where you go you will find a wider or
smaller range of options but most of the all time classics are
available in all areas, like tobogganing, horse sleigh rides,
cross country skiing, winter walking trails, snow bikes, ice
skating, paragliding and much more. Most of our guests
also take a day off and venture into one of the cities like
Salzburg or Innsbruck. Our website gives a lovely range of
activities and descriptions.

What other advice would you offer to discerning is hard work to start off when you are a beginner but gets
better the more you get into it. It is also advisable to stick
travellers considering their first ever skiing trip?
Besides the all important consideration of which setting
will be the most suitable, it is advisable to do some fitness
training if at all possible. The first days are always the
hardest – it’s not a walk in the park to start skiing as an
adult. Learning to handle the equipment is a challenge
in itself and you will find that you use muscles you didn’t
know you had. Whenever I go skiing with guests who are
just over their first lessons and still work hard on their
snow ploughs and turns I realise just how exhausting it is
when your skiing is still more in your head instead of in
your body. Fear plays a big role in this – and technique!
Once it’s in your cell memory you don’t think about skiing,
you simply enjoy gliding down the mountain, the fresh air
and the stunning views – it’s exhilarating.

Is there anything else you would like to highlight to our
readers?
Snow skiing is like a drug – a very good one at that with
lots of exercise, fun and fresh air – once you are on it, you
keep on coming back for more and not only do you want
more, but you will start looking for the more adventurous
experiences – off piste, moguls, ski tours and freeriding. It

to ski lessons for the first few visits until you have mastered
your technique. Lessons are not only for beginners and all
ski schools offer tuition and ski guiding for all levels and
a private instructor will be able to focus on you in great
detail if you don’t want the group lesson experience. Often
people just learn the basics and then roam the mountains
like hooligans, but there are rules to keep in mind to
ensure a safe and happy ski experience and being able to
control your “vehicle” is just as important as learning 4x4
off-road driving!

Learning to handle the
equipment is a challenge in
itself and you will find
that you use muscles you
didn’t know you had.

20 Years skiAustria Tours
Skiing Experts to the Austrian Alps – Fuelled by Passion
Austria is known as the cradle of skiing and even though many exciting new destinations have
established themselves over the last 20 years and more, there is something about a ski holiday in
Austria that is more than just skiing...
Founded originally by Michaela Meiser in association with Austrian Airlines under the name of
Austrian Getaways, the now successful partnership with Internet and Marketing Specialist Thomas
Altmann – together forming skiAustria Tours, has established itself as a well-known and trusted
wholesale ski tour operator in the South African market and provides tailor-made packages to
individuals, families, groups for both the leisure and incentive market.
In the fast growing and changing travel environment over the last years with online direct bookings
and experienced travellers, happy to organise their own and lowest price hunting becoming a
favourite sport, not to mention the numerous new companies out there playing the same field, it is
becoming more and more of a challenge to define a niche or company identity.
So why choose skiAustria Tours as your skiing partner besides having been around for 20 years...
Our focus has always been on personal attention and quality of individual experience rather
than mass product packaging or herding of any kind as is the norm with most packaged tours. Our
aim is to provide a wide range of options and to establish the personal need of a client to advise and
put together the best product for them.
Having grown up in Austria, trained in the tourism and hospitality fields and a passionate skier
since the age of 3, Michaela, who heads the Austrian office and operation has vast knowledge and
expertise of the country and its culture, being able to provide important hints and tips when it
comes to planning your personal holiday itinerary, as well as providing assistance and support
during your time in Austria.
Thomas, also Austrian born, but based and trained in Cape Town, South Africa in the IT, marketing,
travel and hospitality fields shares the love of his native country and the outdoors, so skiing is just
as much passion as work!
Thanks to all our customers over the last 20 years, their loyalty and continuing support, as numerous
testimonials will portray on our website, which offers great information on the individual ski areas
and houses chosen for their great service and hospitality.
We look forward to welcoming you to Austria
– the home of skiing and hospitality where our focus is on you as our valued guests
and our aim to share the Austrian experience & lifestyle with you!

www.skiaustria-tours.com/en
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Adventure Tour Operator of the Year - Austria
SkiAustria Tours
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